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(57) ABSTRACT 

An af?nity-based router and method for routing and load 
balancing in an encapsulated cluster of server nodes is 
disclosed. The system consists of a multi-node server, 
Wherein any of the server nodes can handle a client request, 
but Wherein clients have affinity to one or more of the server 
nodes that are preferred to handle a client request. Such 
a?inity is due to state at the servers either due to previous 
routing requests, or data a?inity at the server. At the multi 
node server, a node may be designated as a TCP router. The 
address of the TCP router is given out to clients, and client 
requests are sent thereto. The TCP router selects one of the 
nodes in the multi-node server to process the client request, 
and routes the request to this server; in addition, the TCP 
router maintains a?inity tables, containing a?inity records, 
indicating Which node a client Was routed to. In processing 
the client request, the server nodes may determine that 
another node is better suited to handle the client request, and 
may reset the corresponding TCP router affinity table entry. 
The server nodes may also create, modify or delete affinity 
records in the TCP router a?inity table. Subsequent requests 
from this client are routed to server nodes based on any 
a?inity records, possibly combined on other information 
(such as load). 
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AFFINITY-BASED ROUTER AND ROUTING 
METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENTS 
AND PATENT APPLICATIONS 

[0002] The present invention is related to co-pending US. 
patent application Ser. No. 701,939, ?led Aug. 23, 1996, 
entitled “Weighted TCP Routing to Service Nodes in a 
Virtual Encapsulated Cluster” by C. Attanasio, G. Hunt, G. 
GoldsZmidt, and S. Smith (IBM Docket No. Y0996167); and 
US. Pat. No. 5,371,852, issued Dec. 6, 1994, entitled 
“Method and Apparatus for Making a Cluster of Computers 
Appear as a Single Host”, by Attanasio et al. The present 
invention has a common assignee With this co-pending 
patent application and US. patent Which are hereby incor 
porated by reference in their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] This invention relates generally to providing load 
balancing across distributed computing systems. 

[0004] More particularly it relates to a routing method for 
use in distributed systems including of a set of server 
computing nodes, all or a subset of Which can handle a client 
request, but Where there is a preferred node or a set of nodes 
that are best suited to handle a particular client request. 

[0005] Glossary of Terms 

[0006] While dictionary de?nitions apply to the terms 
herein, the folloWing de?nitions of some terms are also 
provided to assist the reader: 

[0007] An Encapsulated Cluster (EC) is characteriZed by 
a Connection-Router (CR) node and multiple server hosts 
providing a set of services (eg Web service, NFS, etc.). An 
example of a system Which provides encapsulated clustering 
is described in US. Pat. No. 5,371,852, entitled “METHOD 
AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING A CLUSTER OF 
COMPUTERS APPEAR AS A SINGLE HOST ON A 
COMPUTER NETWORK”. 

[0008] Avirtual encapsulated cluster system describes an 
improvement to the aforementioned US. Pat. No. 5,371, 
852. Like the system of US. Pat. No. 5,371,852, a Virtual 
Encapsulated Cluster routes TCP information that crosses 
the boundary of a computer cluster. The information is in the 
form of port type messages. Incoming messages are routed 
and the servers respond so that each cluster appears as a 
single computer image to the external host. In a virtual 
encapsulated cluster a cluster of servers With a single 
TCP-router node is divided into a number of virtual clusters. 
Each virtual encapsulated cluster appears as a single host to 
hosts on the netWork Which are outside the cluster. The 
messages are routed to members of each virtual encapsu 
lated cluster in a Way that keeps the load balanced among the 
set of cluster nodes. 

[0009] A recoverable virtual encapsulated cluster is a 
virtual encapsulated cluster Which has tWo TCP-router 
nodes, a primary and a backup. The Cluster is augmented 
With a recovery manager Which causes the backup TCP 
router to become active if the primary fails. In addition 
methods are added so that the connection state at the time of 
failure can be reconstructed by (or alternatively knoWn at) 
the backup router so that Zero or the minimum number of 
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client connections Will be lost due to failure of the TCP 
router node. Methods are also added so that the con?gura 
tion/management information of the virtual encapsulated 
cluster are replicated (or constructed) at the backup. Finally 
the start up protocol of the TCP-router node is changed so 
that recovery of the primary router Will not cause a failure 
in a backup Which has taken over for it. This is described in 
the aforementioned co-pending patent application entitled 
“Weighted TCP Routing to Service Nodes in a Virtual 
Encapsulated Cluster,” by Attanasio et al. 

BACKGROUND 

[0010] The traffic on the World Wide Web is increasing 
exponentially, especially at popular (hot) sites. In order to 
increase the processing capacity at such hot sites, a cluster 
of computing nodes, Which We Will refer to as a multi-node 
cluster, can be provided to handle the load. The multi-node 
cluster is (encapsulated) made to appear as one entity to 
clients, so that the added capacity provided by the multi 
node cluster is transparent to clients. Client requests need to 
be distributed among nodes in the multi-node cluster. 

[0011] One knoWn method in the art that attempts to 
balance the load among nodes in a multi-node cluster is 
knoWn as the Round-Robin Domain Name Server (RR 
DNS) approach. The basic domain name server method is 
described in the paper by Mockapetris, P., entitled “Domain 
Names—Implementation and Speci?cation”, RFC 1035, 
USC Information Sciences Institute, November 1987. In the 
paper by KatZ, E., Butler, M., and McGrath, R., entitled “A 
Scalable HTTP Server: The NCSA Prototype”, Computer 
NetWorks and ISDN Systems, Vol. 27, 1994, pp. 68-74, 
round-robin DNS (RR-DNS) is used to balance the node 
across a set of Web server nodes. In this approach, the set of 
nodes in the multi node server is represented by one URL 
(e.g. WWW.hotsite.com); a cluster subdomain for this dis 
tributed site is de?ned With its subdomain name server. This 
subdomain name server maps client name resolution 

requests to different IP addresses in the distributed cluster. In 
this Way, subsets of the clients Will be pointed to each of the 
geographically distributed sites. Load balancing support 
using DNS is also described in the paper by Brisco, T., 
“DNS Support for Load Balancing”, RFC 1974, Rutgers 
University, April 1995. 

[0012] A key problem With this approach is that the 
RR-DNS leads to poor load balance among the distributed 
sites, as described in the paper, Dias, D. M., Kish, W., 
Mukherjee, R., and TeWari, R., “A Scalable and Highly 
Available Web Server”, Proc. 41st IEEE Computer Society 
Intl. Conf. (COMPCON) 1996, Technologies for the Infor 
mation SuperhighWay, pp. 85-92, February 1996. The prob 
lem is due to caching of the association betWeen names and 
IP addresses at various name servers in the netWork. Thus, 
for example, for a period of time (time-to-live) all neW 
clients behind an intermediate name server in the netWork 
Will be pointed to just one of the sites. This leads to hot spots 
on nodes of the server cluster that move to different cluster 
nodes as the time-to-live periods expire. 

[0013] One knoWn method to solve this problem Within a 
cluster of nodes at a single site is to provide a encapsulated 
cluster using a so-called TCP router as described in: Atta 
nasio, Clement R. and Smith, Stephen E., “A Virtual Multi 
Processor Implemented by an Encapsulated Cluster of 
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Loosely Coupled Computers”, IBM Research Report RC 
18442, 1992, and, US. Pat. No. 5,371,852, Dec. 6, 1994, by 
Attanasio et al., entitled “Method and Apparatus for Making 
a Cluster of Computers Appear as a Single Host” (Attana 
sio). Here, only the address of the TCP router is given out to 
clients; the TCP router distributes incoming requests among 
the nodes in the cluster, either in a round-robin manner, or 
based on the load on the nodes. In Attanasio, the TCP router 
can act as a proxy, Where the requests are sent to a selected 

node, and the responses go back to the TCP router and then 
to the client. This proxy mode of operation can lead to the 
router becoming a bottleneck, and for this reason is not 
considered further herein. In another mode of operation, 
Which We Will refer to as the forWarding mode, client 
requests are sent to a selected node, and the responses are 
sent back to the client directly from the selected node, 
bypassing the router. In many environments, such as the 
World Wide Web the response packets are typically 
much larger than the incoming packets from the client; 
bypassing the router on this response path is thus critical. 

[0014] The Work described in the previous paragraph Was 
expanded upon and improved in the co-pending patent 
application “Weighted TCP Routing to Service Nodes in a 
Virtual Encapsulated Cluster” by C. Attanasio, G. Hunt, G. 
GoldsZmidt, and S. Smith (docket Y0996-167). This patent 
application describes hoW the same facility can be made 
recoverable. The TCP router is enhanced to handle virtual 
clusters, multiple target addresses Within a router, and the 
manager component is described Which collect information 
and dynamically controls the Weighted routing. 

[0015] As described above, the TCP router Would typi 
cally send different client TCP connection requests to dif 
ferent nodes Within a cluster. There are several applications 
Where speci?c multi-node servers Would be preferred for 
certain client requests, based on either the static or dynamic 
state of system. Thus a key problem With the TCP router 
approach is providing support for client requests With af?n 
ity requirements. 

[0016] An important example of this is the support of the 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol, Which is a very 
popular protocol used for the exchange of secure informa 
tion betWeen clients and servers on the WWW, and for other 
environments. In SSL, a session key is generated by the 
client, and passed to the server after encrypting it using the 
server’s public key. Session keys have a lifetime (eg 100 
seconds). Subsequent SSL requests from the same client 
Within the lifetime of the session key Will reuse the key. With 
the base TCP router method, subsequent requests from the 
same client could be routed to another node, but Would 
require re-negotiating a session key, Which is an expensive 
operation. Often, a single Web page may contain embedded 
images, Which are typically requested from the server simul 
taneously, after the base HTML page is received by the Web 
broWser; if each embedded image is to be retrieved using 
SSL, and if the requests Were routed to any node by the 
(base) TCP router, a neW session key Would again have to be 
re-negotiated for each embedded element of the page; This 
can be prohibitively expensive in terms of the resource 
usage and latency. 

[0017] More generally, applications may have affinity to 
nodes based on the state at the server. The state at the server 

could be dependent on previous routing decisions, as in the 
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case of SSL, or it could be due to information or computa 
tion at the server. For example, a cluster of servers could also 
have a partitioned database, and a client may have affinity 
With a node of the cluster, based on the database partition 
located at that node. 

[0018] Thus there is a need to provide a method for 
af?nity-based routing in an encapsulated cluster or virtual 
encapsulated cluster, Wherein a TCP router sends client 
requests to nodes in the cluster, and Wherein the responses 
go back directly to the client from the node selected by the 
TCP router to handle the client request. (or the alternative 
Where the response request goes through the router) 

SUMMARY 

[0019] Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to 
provide a method for providing an encapsulated cluster With 
af?nity-based routing of client requests to nodes in the 
cluster. 

[0020] It is yet another object to keep the method for 
af?nity routing simple but effective, so that the overhead for 
af?nity routing and load balancing is small compared to that 
for serving the client requests. 

[0021] Another aspect of this invention provides a method 
for af?nity-based routing in an encapsulated cluster Wherein 
speci?c clients may have affinity With speci?c nodes in the 
cluster that may be based on the static state or dynamic state 
at the cluster node independent of Where previous requests 
from this client Were routed. 

[0022] In a computer netWork including an encapsulated 
cluster of nodes, an af?nity-based method for routing client 
requests to one of a plurality of server nodes in the cluster 
having features of the present invention includes the steps 
of: communicating from the client to a router node, a 
plurality of packets associated With a connection; and rout 
ing the packets to a preferred server having affinity With the 
client according to state information maintained at the 
router. 

[0023] Another aspect of this invention provides an affin 
ity-based routing in the encapsulated cluster that may 
depend on a dynamic state of a cluster node to Which 
previous client requests Were routed. In accordance With this 
aspect of the present invention, Wherein the state informa 
tion includes information on a previous connection to one of 
the server nodes, the routing step includes the further steps 
of: determining if one of the packets is associated With the 
previous connection; routing the request to the server node 
associated With the previous connection; and if the state 
information is not found, creating and storing at the router, 
state information associated With the connection. 

[0024] According to yet another aspect of the present 
invention, these and further objectives and advantages are 
achieved by designating a node at each of the multi-node 
clusters as a TCP router, Wherein clients are assigned to one 
of the multi-node clusters by giving them the address of the 
corresponding TCP router, and Wherein the TCP router 
selects a node in the cluster to process the client request 
based on state maintained in the TCP router. The state in the 
TCP router may be set by the router (e.g. based on previous 
routing decisions) or may be set by one or more servers (e.g. 
based on the state of the servers). 
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[0025] Apreferred embodiment of the present is described 
in the context of supporting SSL. Those skilled in the art Will 
readily appreciate that it can be used for providing af?nity 
routing in a more general context. Those skilled in the art 
also recogniZe that this method can be easily extended to 
recoverable virtual encapsulated clusters. 

[0026] Amethod in accordance With the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention extends the TCP router to 
maintain an af?nity table of recent client TCP connections 
after the TCP connections have been closed (by a FIN 
command). This affinity table contains information of the 
client (or proxy) IP address, (an indication of the service that 
Was requested) the server node that it Was previously routed 
to, and the time at Which the initial connection Was made (or 
the time at Which the previous connection Was closed). If 
another SSL connection request arrives at the TCP router 
from the same client (or proxy) IP address, Within a pre 
speci?ed (or con?gured) af?nity period for the correspond 
ing entry in the af?nity table, then the TCP router allocates 
that TCP session request to the same node as speci?ed in the 
corresponding affinity table entry. (Note that an SSL con 
nection request can be distinguished because it uses a 
pre-assigned and different port number.) In this manner, a 
client that makes an SSL request is routed With af?nity to a 
particular node for a con?gurable af?nity time period (also 
knoWn as the af?nity period). For SSL, the con?gurable 
af?nity time period can be set to be the lifetime of the SSL 
session key. 

[0027] Entries in the affinity table become stale after the 
af?nity period from the initial connection (or from the last 
connection close) has expired. These stale entries can be 
deleted either When encountered during a search of the table, 
or by a background garbage collector. For a bounded affinity 
table siZe, if the siZe of the table reaches the bound, entries 
can be eliminated based on stale connections ?rst, time since 
last access, or other cast-out criteria. 

[0028] It is possible that the node involved in the affinity 
routing may become overloaded, and it may then be desir 
able to alloW routing to another node in the cluster. Based on 
the load on the preferred node due to af?nity routing, the 
router may choose to route a request to another node in the 
cluster; for the SSL case, this Would require renegotiating a 
neW session key. Thus the routing decision could be based 
on both the load on the af?nity-based node and on the 
overhead involved in negotiating the neW session key. 

[0029] According to yet another aspect of the present 
invention, for environments Wherein a parallel database is 
used at the cluster nodes, speci?c clients may have affinity 
With speci?c nodes in the cluster. For example, in the TCPB 
benchmark, clients associated With a bank branch have 
af?nity With the node that has the branch partition; in the 
TPCC benchmark, clients associated With a Warehouse have 
af?nity With the node that has the partition for the corre 
sponding Warehouse. Such cases of af?nity of clients to 
nodes may occur for other environments as Well. Here, a 
method according to the present invention includes the steps 
of: the router initially routing a client request for Which the 
router does not have any cached information to any node in 
the server, or based on server load; the server node (e.g., in 
a CGI script) could then determine the best cluster node to 
process this client request based on the database partition 
ing, or some other criteria; and the server node then resets 
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the corresponding entry in the router af?nity table to the 
correct node, so that subsequent requests from this client 
Would be routed to the node to Which the client had affinity. 

[0030] In other environments, there is affinity betWeen 
different ports, such that if a speci?c port from a particular 
client Was previously routed to speci?c server node, then 
another request from the same client on a different but 
associated port needs to be routed to the same server node. 
For example, With the FTP protocol, there is such an affinity 
betWeen ports 20 and 21 (the control and data ports); if a 
speci?c client With a request to port 20 Was previously 
routed to a server node A, then an associated request from 
the same client to port 21, While the TCP connection to port 
21 is still active, needs to also be routed to server node A. 
This is accomplished by noting that the tWo ports have 
associated af?nity. The TCP router keeps connection records 
for active connections associated With the primary port. 
When a neW connection arrives for the secondary port, in 
this case port 20, the TCP router checks the connection 
records for the primary port, if it ?nds one for the same client 
it routes the neW request to the indicated server. For still 
other applications, for example DB2, the need for affinity is 
not dependant on a port or pre-speci?ed time out. A 
sequence of requests from a particular client need to be 
routed to the same server because of state at the server as 
previously discussed. According to yet another aspect of the 
present invention, the server may specify the start and end 
of the af?nity requirement. Speci?cally, interfaces can be 
added to the router Which alloW a server in the cluster to 
connect to the router and specify the start and end of affinity 
for any one of it’s clients. When af?nity is turned on, all 
requests for a single client Will be routed to the indicated 
server until af?nity is turned off. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0031] These, and further objectives, advantages, and fea 
tures of the invention, Will be more apparent from the 
folloWing detailed description of a preferred embodiment 
and the appended draWings in Which: 

[0032] FIG. 1 is a diagram of the environment With a 
multi-node server having features of the present invention; 

[0033] FIG. 2 depicts an example of the af?nity state logic 
of FIG. 1 for af?nity-based routing based on previous 
routing decisions in accordance With the present invention; 

[0034] FIG. 3 depicts an example of the affinity table of 
FIG. 1; 

[0035] FIG. 4 is a layout for an affiliation table having 
features of the present invention; 

[0036] 
and 

FIG. 5 is a layout for an expanded af?nity table; 

[0037] FIG. 6 depicts a router con?guration interface. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0038] A preferred embodiment of the invention is 
described beloW. FIG. 1 illustrates an example of an envi 
ronment With a multi node cluster 500 having features of the 
present invention. Clients 200-1 through 200-h connect 
through a netWork 3000 to the multi-node (also called 
encapsulated) cluster 500. The multi-node cluster 500 has a 
node designated as the TCP router 100, and a set of server 
nodes 400-1 through 400-n. Clients are given out the net 
Work address of the TCP router 100, and send requests for 
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service to the multi-node cluster 500 to this address; thus 
client requests arrive at the TCP router node. According to 
the present invention, the TCP router preferably includes 
af?nity state logic 150 Which maintains state information in 
one or more affinity tables 175. An example of the affinity 
state logic 150 Will be described With reference to FIG. 2. 
Examples of the af?nity tables 175 Will be described With 
reference to FIGS. 3 through 5. Referring again to FIG. 1, 
the TCP router 100 selects a node in the cluster to process 
the client request based on state maintained in the af?nity 
table 175. The state information in the af?nity table 300 may 
be set statically, modi?ed by the router (possibly based on 
previous routing decisions), and/or modi?ed by one or more 
servers (possibly based on server state information). 

[0039] FIG. 2 depicts an example of the af?nity state logic 
150 for routing a client request to a server having features of 
the present invention. As depicted, the process begins in 
function block 1000 by a router 100 receiving a request 
packet from a client. On a router node running the AIX 
operating system and for packets using the TCP/IP protocol, 
this process can take place after the IP level of the commu 
nication softWare has determined that this packet is 
addressed for the router node itself, but before the TCP level 
of the communication softWare has started to process the 
packet. In decision block 1010, it is determined if this 
request is part of an existing connection or is the start of a 
neW connection. For packets using the TCP/IP protocol, this 
is done by seeing if the TH_SYN bit in the ?ags ?eld of the 
packet is set to one. If this packet is the start of a neW 
connection, execution continues With function block 1030, 
otherWise it is part of an existing connection, and execution 
continues With function block 1020. 

[0040] In function block 1030, a search is made in a table 
called the af?nity table 300 shoWn in FIG. 3. 

[0041] This af?nity table 300 contains information on the 
client (or proxy) IP address, (an indication of the service that 
Was requested) the server node that it Was previously routed 
to, and the time at Which the initial connection Was made (or 
the time at Which the previous connection Was closed). Each 
roW in this table is knoWn as an af?nity record. The af?nity 
table 300 is searched for an af?nity record With the same 
address as the client address in the neWly arrived packet. 

[0042] Then, in decision block 1050, it is determined 
Whether the search Was successful. If yes, execution pro 
ceeds to decision block 1070, otherWise, When the search 
fails, execution proceeds to function block 1100. 

[0043] In decision block 1070, the af?nity record is tested 
to determine if it is too old. For example, each af?nity record 
could include a time stamp, Which is then compared to the 
current time. If the difference in those times exceeds a given 
threshold (also called the af?nity period), for example 100 
seconds, then execution proceeds to function block 1080, 
otherWise the af?nity record is not too old, so execution 
proceeds to function block 1120. The example of 100 
seconds is chosen because, in the case of the SSL protocol 
used by Web servers, the need to maintain affinity betWeen 
a given client and its server node elapses after 100 seconds. 
Thus, after 100 seconds elapses neW keys need to be 
negotiated anyWay. 

[0044] In function block 1080, the af?nity record (deter 
mined to be too) old is removed from the affinity table 300. 
Then, in function block 1100, Which folloWs both decision 
block 1050 and function block 1080, a neW af?nity record is 
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created. Asimple optimiZation is to avoid a destroy folloWed 
by a create by reusing the old record. In any case, this neW 
af?nity record stores the address of the client that sent the 
packet of current interest. 

[0045] Then, in function block 1140, a server is picked to 
process this client request. This can be done in any number 
of Ways, based, for example, on load information regarding 
Work at each server. One of the simplest Ways is to assign 
each neW client packet to a neW server, each in its turn, that 
is, by a round-robin approach. 

[0046] In function block 1150, a server ID for the server 
assigned (in function block 1140) is also recorded in the neW 
af?nity record. 

[0047] For an af?nity record that is not too old, execution 
continues With function block 1120, Where the server ID 
recorded in the af?nity record identi?es the server to be 
assigned to this neW client request. Execution continues 
from both function blocks 1150 and 1120 to function block 
1180. Preferably, each af?nity record includes a ?eld used to 
keep track of the number of connections that are associated 
With this client. In block 1180, this ?eld is incremented, to 
indicate that there is another such connection. 

[0048] In function block 1200, a connection record is 
created. Such records contain suf?cient information to iden 
tify this connection and a ?eld indicating Which server Was 
assigned for this connection. In the case of the TCP/IP 
protocol, the IP address of the client, the IP address of the 
router, and the port numbers at each, are suf?cient for 
identifying a connection. The connection record is stored in 
the connection table, Which is separate from the af?nity table 
300. Execution continues from here to function block 1060. 

[0049] In function block 1020, reached from decision 
block 1010, the connection table is searched for a connection 
record Whose identifying information matches the incoming 
packet from the client. This search is based on the addressing 
information in the packet and the corresponding information 
in the connection records. It is assumed that there is such a 
connection. (If there is, in fact, no corresponding connection 
record, the packet can be discarded and execution could 
continue at function block 1000.) Then, in function block 
1040, the server ID information in the connection record is 
read and used to identify the assigned server for this con 
nection. 

[0050] In decision block 1060, the packet is checked to see 
if it marks the closing of a connection. In the TCP/IP 
protocol, such packets have either the TH_FIN or TH_RST 
bits set in the ?ag ?eld of the packet. For packets indicating 
the closing of a connection, execution proceeds to function 
block 1090, While for packets not so indicating, execution 
proceeds to function block 1190. 

[0051] In function block 1090, the connection record that 
Was found, is removed from the connection table. Then, in 
function block 1110, the affinity record for this client is 
located, based on the address in the client in the request 
packet. In function block 1130, the ?eld in the af?nity record 
that is used to keep track of the number of connections that 
are associated With this client, is decremented. 

[0052] Then, in decision block 1160, the number-of-con 
nections ?eld is compared With Zero. If the number is Zero, 
execution proceeds to function block 1170, otherWise, for a 
non-Zero count, it proceeds to function block 1190. 
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[0053] In function block 1170, the current time is read 
from the real-time clock on the router node, and the time is 
recorded in the time stamp ?eld of the af?nity record located 
back in function block 1110. Then execution proceeds to 
function block 1190. 

[0054] In function block 1190, the client request packet is 
sent off to the server that had been chosen in either function 
block 1040, function block 1140, or function block 1120. 
After that, execution continues With function block 1000. 

Alternative Embodiments 

[0055] Those skilled in the art Will readily appreciate that 
various alternatives and/or extensions to the disclosed 
scheme can be used Within the spirit and scope of the 
invention as claimed, including the following. 

[0056] In the preferred embodiment, all packets from the 
same client address are routed to the same server if an 

af?nity record, Which is not stale, is found by the TCP router. 
In a ?rst generalization, an af?nity index (e.g., destination 
port number) may be speci?ed With each request. The router 
can route requests differently depending upon the affinity 
indices. In order to achieve this functionality, the router may 
maintain different affinity tables for different af?nity indices. 
Each af?nity table 300 can have a different af?nity period. 
This generaliZation provides the selective support of affinity 
routing; for example, for the SSL protocol, Which uses port 
443, the af?nity index can be the port number and affinity 
routing may be selectively performed only for port 443 
requests. As an example of this ?rst generaliZation, the 
router could route requests Which use Port 443 using an 
af?nity period of 100 seconds. Requests Which specify Port 
80 could be routed With no af?nity. Requests Which specify 
Port 85 could be routed With an affinity period of 300 
seconds. 

[0057] In the above embodiment, the af?nity table 300 
entries are made and deleted by the TCP Router 100. A 
second generaliZation is to extend the scheme to alloW 
server nodes 400-1 through 400-n to insert, modify or delete 
af?nity records in the af?nity table 300. Those skilled in the 
art Will readily appreciate that this can be done by providing 
remote function invocations at the TCP router node from the 
server nodes that provide interfaces to modify insert, modify 
or delete af?nity records (FIG. 6). An example of using this 
extension is for the parallel database case outlined in the 
Summary of this application. In this case, clients have 
af?nity With speci?c server nodes. HoWever, When the client 
makes an initial TCP connection through the TCP router, the 
router does not knoW to Which node the client has affinity 
With. Thus, as described in the preferred embodiment, the 
TCP router 100 routes the request to a ?rst server node 
selected from nodes 400-1 through 400-n, Without regard to 
af?nity. At the ?rst server node (e.g., in a CGI script), the 
best (second) server node can be determined; for example, 
the parallel database partitioning key and function is knoWn, 
and it can be therefore determined Which (second) server 
node the client has af?nity to. The ?rst server node can then 
make a remote function call to the TCP router to modify the 
af?nity record for that client and source port to change the 
server identi?cation to the second server node as determined 
by the ?rst server node. The ?rst server node could also 
change the entry in the af?nity record for the time period for 
Which this af?nity record is active, after Which it becomes 
stale and Would be deleted. 
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[0058] A third generaliZation to the method described in 
the preferred embodiment relates to af?liation betWeen 
af?nity indexes (e.g. af?liation betWeen ports). As outlined 
in the summary section, there are cases Where connection 
requests from the same client to different ports need to be 
routed to the same server, Which We refer to as af?liation 
betWeen the ports, and more generally, betWeen af?nity 
indexes. To implement this method, an af?liation table 400 
(FIG. 4) is maintained that indicates af?liation betWeen 
af?nity indexes. Referring again to FIG. 2, an additional 
check can be made in block 1010 to determine if an existing 
connection from the same client address exists to an affinity 
index With Which the current request has af?liation. If so, the 
same server as Was previously chosen for the previous 
connection from the same client and af?liated source port is 
selected for the neW connection request; additional process 
ing then continues as in block 1200. Those skilled in the art 
Will readily appreciate that an arbitrary number of ports With 
af?liation can be supported. This generaliZation can be used 
to support the FTP protocol Where there is affinity betWeen 
Ports 20 and 21. 

[0059] The third generaliZation above provides af?liation 
betWeen af?nity indexes (e.g. affiliation betWeen ports) for 
the duration of a connection. A fourth generaliZation pro 
vides af?liation betWeen af?nity indexes after a connection, 
using the affinity table 300 entries, closes, by examining 
Whether an affinity record exists for the same client address 
and With an af?nity index to Which the neW connection 
request has affiliation. 

[0060] A ?fth generaliZation adds interfaces at the TCP 
router Which can be invoked from the servers in the cluster 
to specify the start and end of af?nity sessions. The time-out 
associated With an af?nity session is also a con?gurable 
parameter Which can be speci?ed by the server Which 
established the connection. 

[0061] A sixth generaliZation combines the af?nity-based 
routing described in the ?rst generaliZation above With 
routing requests to subsets of nodes Which is described in the 
co-pending US. patent application Ser. No. 701,939, ?led 
Aug. 23, 1996, entitled “Weighted TCP Routing to Service 
Nodes in a Virtual Encapsulated Cluster” by Attanasio et al. 
(IBM Docket No. Y0996167); and the US. Pat. No. 5,371, 
852, issued Dec. 6, 1994, entitled “Method and Apparatus 
for Making a Cluster of Computers Appear as a Single 
Host”, by Attanasio et al. These describe a method Whereby 
the TCP router can route requests to any subset of nodes of 
a virtual encapsulated cluster based on the ports associated 
With requests; for example, the router could treat port 444 
such that all requests associated With this port are routed to 
a speci?c server. By contrast, according to the present 
invention, port numbers can be used to specify af?nity-based 
routing as Well as subsets of nodes for routing requests. For 
example, the af?nity-based router could treat af?nity index 
(port) 443 such that requests from the same client Within 100 
seconds of each other With this affinity index are routed to 
the same server. Concurrently, it could treat af?nity index 
444 such that all requests With this af?nity index are routed 
to the same server. 

[0062] Aseventh generaliZation Would be for the router to 
use different routing rules not just for different affinity 
indices but also for different combinations of af?nity indices 
and clients. For example, requests from client a With affinity 
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index 1 could be treated using the following routing rule: All 
such requests Within 100 seconds of each other should be 
routed to the same server. 

[0063] Requests from client b With af?nity index 1 could 
be treated using the following routing rule: All such requests 
Within 50 seconds of each other should be routed to the same 
server. 

[0064] Requests from all other clients With af?nity index 
1 could be routed using the folloWing routing rule: All such 
requests should go to either server X or server y Where X and 
y are tWo nodes making up the virtual encapsulated cluster. 

[0065] One Way of achieving this functionality is to 
replace af?nity tables 300 With expanded affinity tables 500 
shoWn in FIG. 5. Each roW of this table is knoWn as an 
expanded af?nity record. The client address, server node, 
and time ?elds of an expanded af?nity record are analogous 
to the corresponding ?elds of affinity records. Expanded 
af?nity records are indexed by client address and affinity 
index pairs. Different routing rules can be used for each 
combination of client address and af?nity index. 

[0066] Default routing rules can be speci?ed for most 
combinations of client addresses and af?nity indices. It is 
only necessary to maintain expanded affinity records for 
client address-af?nity index pairs With non-default routing 
rules. 

[0067] An eighth generaliZation is to alloW any of the 
servers to modify the routing rules or expanded affinity 
tables dynamically. This can be accomplished by a set of 
API’s on the router knoWn as a router con?guration interface 

600 (see FIG. 6). 

[0068] While the embodiments herein have been 
described for some speci?c cases of affinity based routing in 
the TCP router, those skilled in the art Will readily appreciate 
that other af?nity routing schemes can be devised Within in 
the spirit and scope of the invention as claimed. 

We claim: 
1. In a computer netWork including an encapsulated 

cluster of nodes, an af?nity-based method for routing client 
requests to one of a plurality of server nodes in the cluster, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

communicating from the client to a router node, one or 
more packets associated With a client request; and 

routing the packets to a preferred server having affinity 
With the client according to state information main 
tained by the router. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the state information 
includes information on at least one previous request to one 
of the server nodes, said step of routing further comprising 
the steps of: 

determining from the state information if one of the 
packets is associated With a previous request; and 

if one of the packets is associated With a previous request, 
routing the request to one of the server nodes associated 
With the previous request; and 

if none of the packets are associated With a previous 
request, creating and storing by the router, state infor 
mation associated With the neW request. 
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3. In a computer netWork including an encapsulated 
cluster of nodes, an af?nity-based method for routing client 
requests to one of a plurality of server nodes in the cluster, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

communicating from the client to a router node, one or 
more packets associated With a request; 

routing the packets to a server node in said encapsulated 
cluster; and 

said server communicating to the router information for a 
start of an af?nity requirement Wherein one or more 
subsequent requests for the client are routed to a server 
belonging to a set S associated With the af?nity require 
ment. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the router includes an 
af?nity table for associating one or more client requests With 
one or more preferred server nodes, the table including one 
or more affinity records, each record including one or more 
preferred server node identi?ers, one or more client 
addresses and one or more affinity indices, and Wherein the 
client request includes one or more af?nity indices and 
Wherein said step of routing the packets to a preferred server 
further comprises the steps of: 

determining if there is an af?nity record having a match 
ing client address and matching af?nity index for the 
client request; and 

if such an af?nity record is found, communicating the 
client request to a server node identi?ed in said affinity 
record. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein said step of routing 
depends on one or both of a static state and a dynamic state 
at the server nodes, and Wherein the netWork address of the 
router is provided to the client, further comprising the steps 
of: 

(i) selecting a preferred server node to service the client 
request; 

(ii) creating an affinity record including the client address, 
an identi?er for the preferred server node, and the time 
at Which the af?nity record Was created; and 

(iii) sending the client request to the preferred server 
node, such that responses from the preferred server 
node go directly to the client. 

6. The method of claim 5, Wherein the af?nity record 
further includes a time stamp associated With one or more of 
the client requests for the creation or modi?cation of the 
af?nity record, the method further comprising the steps of: 

identifying an af?nity record With a matching client 
address Wherein the difference betWeen the current time 
and the af?nity record time stamp is less than a prede 
termined threshold; and 

sending the client request to a server node indicated in an 
identi?ed af?nity record. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the router is a 
TCP-router. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 

a server S determining that the client requests should be 
serviced by a server belonging to a particular set of one 
or more server nodes; and 
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said server S causing the state information maintained by 
the router to be modi?ed, enabling one or more sub 
sequent requests from the client to be routed to a server 
belonging to said set of one or more server nodes. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the encapsulated 
cluster includes a database partitioned across a plurality of 
the nodes, further comprising the steps of: 

routing one or more packets associated With a request for 
Which the router does not have af?nity information, to 
a server node S in the encapsulated cluster; 

said server S determining the preferred server to process 
requests from said client based on a database partition 
ing; and 

said server S causing the state information maintained by 
the router to be modi?ed, enabling one or more sub 
sequent requests from the client to be routed to the 
preferred server. 

10. In a multi-node server environment Wherein client 
requests can be satis?ed by routing a client request to a 
subset of the servers and Wherein one or a subset of the 
servers may be preferred for handling a request from a 
client, a preference based on one or both of static and 
dynamic state at the servers, Wherein a client request has an 
associated af?nity indeX, Wherein a node is designated as a 
router and Wherein the netWork address of the router is given 
out to clients, a method for the router to send client requests 
to a server node, said method comprising the steps of: 

(a) determining if there is an affinity record for the said 
client and said af?nity indeX, and if there is no af?nity 
record, performing the additional steps of: 

(i) selecting one of said server nodes to service the 
client request; 

(ii) creating an af?nity record containing the client 
address, the server node selected to handle the 
request; and 

(iii) sending the request to the selected server node, 
such that responses from the server go directly to the 
client. 
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11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the af?nity record 
includes one or more of the affinity indeX and the time at 
Which the af?nity record Was created. 

12. The method of claim 10, Wherein the router is a 
TCP-router. 

13. The method of claim 1, Wherein the client request 
includes one or more af?nity indices, and Wherein said step 
of routing the packets to a preferred server further comprises 
the step of identifying the preferred server from an address 
of the client communicating to the router and the one or 
more af?nity indices included With the client request. 

14. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of: 

communicating to the router, information for an end of 
affinity requirement, Wherein one or more subsequent 
requests for the client are not routed to a server belong 
ing to said set S. 

15. The method of claim 4, Wherein the client request 
includes multiple affinity indices, and said determining if 
there is an af?nity record, further comprises the step of: 

comparing the af?nity indices associated With the client 
request With at least one set of af?nity indices associ 
ated With the affinity record. 

16. The method of claim 8, Wherein said server S is the 
preferred server. 

17. The method of claim 14, further comprising the step 
of terminating the af?nity requirement by deleting informa 
tion maintained by the router for said af?nity requirement. 

18. A program storage device readable by a machine, 
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by 
the machine to perform method steps for an af?nity-based 
method of routing client requests to one of a plurality of 
server nodes in an encapsulated cluster of nodes in a 
computer netWork as claimed in any of claims 1-9 or 13-17. 

19. A program storage device readable by a machine, 
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by 
the machine to perform method steps for an af?nity-based 
method of routing client requests to one of a plurality of 
server nodes in an encapsulated cluster of nodes in a 
computer netWork as claimed in any of claims 10-12. 

* * * * * 


